
AXE THROWING TARGETAXE THROWING TARGET
PROFESSIONAL GRADE

MOUNT TO: A WALL, 
A TREE, OR OUR OPTIONAL STAND

MFG in MN by RIVARD COMPANIES, INC



Congratulations on the purchase of your
professional Axe Throwing Target!

LET THE FUN BEGIN!
Rule #1..... SAFETY  Rule #2..... SAFETY Rule #3..... SAFETY 

Never throw an axe with anyone remotely close to the target
Watch your surroundings before throwing the Axe
Never throw an Axe with another Axe in the target as it could cause a deflection or
damage to the Axe

Recommended throwing distance from The World Axe Throwing League is approximately 12
feet. 

1-1/2" Thick Heavy Duty Cottonwood Boards
36" x 36" with Official Target Markings
Reversible Target Board - Both Sides are Usable

Target Marking Tool & Sharpie 
Complete Booklet with 9 different Ways to Play
Dry Erase Board & Marker for Score Keeping

THROWING TARGET 

INCLUDES 

RECOMMENDED AXES - There are a large variety of throwing knives, hatchets and Axes
available. The World Axe Throwing league recommends a 2-2 1/2" lb. Axe with Roughly a
16" handle.

RECOMMENDED THROWING DISTANCE - Approximately 12 Feet 

TARGET MAINTENANCE - Targets will eventually become worn out., our targets are
reversible . Simply remove the cleat on the back and reattach. The screws are a Torx T-25
Bit. It is also recommended to spray water the the target, to improve the life and to help
the axes stick. 
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Cricket
Players: 2-16

Split into teams.
Set up the whiteboard as follows: 
     TEAM #1      TEAM#2
          111                111
          222               222
          333               333
          444               444
          BBB              BBB

Each person throws 3 times per turn.

The goal is to clear the board.
When a number is hit, erase that number. 
If a killshot is made, that team can either remove two
numbers on their board, or add two numbers to the
opponent's board.

First team to erase all numbers from their board wins! 

DIFFERENT WAYSDIFFERENT WAYS  
TO PLAYTO PLAY

Difficulty: Medium
Duration: 15-20 Mins
2 Players/Teams 
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Standard Play

POINTS
Each individual match consists of 10 throws
The black line awards points associated with the ring
6 points for the bullseye.
4 points for the 2nd ring.
3 points for the 3rd ring.
2 points for the 4th ring.
1 point for the 5th ring.
8 points for the blue dots, also known as the 'kill shot'



Zombies
Zombies Apocalypse is an innovative survival axe
throwing game. You have been left to survive in a city
full of zombies. To get rid of the armies of the dead, you
must become a highly skilled zombie killer!
Players: 2-16

Split into teams.
Set up the whiteboard as follows: 
     TEAM #1              TEAM#2
          1                           1
         2 2                       2 2
        3 3 3                    3 3 3
       4 4 4 4                4 4 4 4
   B B B B B B          B B B B B B  

Each person throws 3 times per turn.

The goal is to clear the board & survive.
When a number is hit, erase that number. 
First team to erase all numbers from their board wins! 

DIFFERENT WAYSDIFFERENT WAYS  
TO PLAYTO PLAY

Difficulty: Medium
Duration: 15-20 Mins
2 Players/Teams 

Horse
Players: 1 on 1 or teams

Split into teams.
Players from competing teams throw head to head. The
lower cumulative score total receives a letter. The first
team to have HORSE spelled out loses.

The first thrower must call the point value they are
aiming at If they hit what they called, their opponent
must stick the same throw, or else they get a letter. If
their opponent sticks the throw then no letters are
awarded,

The Game is played until one team spells out "HORSE"
and loses.

Difficulty: Medium 
Duration: 10-30 Mins
2 Players/Teams 
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Add more numbers to each row
Add a called shot option

Around the World
Players: 2-16

Split into teams.
Set up the whiteboard as follows: 

  

Each person throws 3 times per turn, aiming for the next
available number. The Targets must be hit in order. As
each number is hit, erase it from the board. When on a
line, always round up.

To increase difficulty:

 
First team to erase all numbers from their board wins! 

DIFFERENT WAYSDIFFERENT WAYS  
TO PLAYTO PLAY

Difficulty: Medium
Duration: 15-20 Mins
2 Players/Teams 

Shootout
Players: 1 on 1 or teams

Split into teams.
The main point of the game is that you can only hit
each number once. Once you’ve hit a number – any
further hits on that number will not score during that
turn at play.

The Shoot multiplier starts at x1 and goes up with every
axe you throw. So whatever you hit with your first axe
will be multiplied by x1, then your second axe by x2 and
your third axe x3 etc.

First team to 50 wins! 

Difficulty: Medium 
Duration: 10-30 Mins
2 Players/Teams 

1  2  3  4  X
X  1  2  3  4
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Connect 4
Players: 2-16

Split into teams.
Draw a grid on the white board as follows: 

As each player throws, whatever ring they land on,
they put their team initials at one of the bottom
open squares. Players can choose either the left or
right side. First player/team to connect 4 in a row
wins!

If a player calls and hits the "Called Shot", they can
remove an opponents initials and replace it with
their own. 

DIFFERENT WAYSDIFFERENT WAYS  
TO PLAYTO PLAY

Difficulty: Medium
Duration: 5-20 Mins
2 Players/Teams 
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21
Players: 1 on 1 or teams

Split into teams.
Add up your score on the whiteboard.

Each person throws 3 times per turn.

First, you need to hit 21 exactly. If you go over, then the
last throw will not count. For example, if you have 20
points and hit a bull’s eye, your score will remain at 20

First team to 21 wins! 

Difficulty: Challenging
Duration: 25-30 Mins
2 Players/Teams 



 

optional stand 
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The optional stand is built to hold the Target  Board at
the proper height and can be used anywhere that is
safe. Always make sure that nobody can be anywhere
near or behind the Target when throwing the Axe!! 

Hardware included to secure 
Target Board to Stand. 

Add more landmine numbers.

Landmine
Players: 1 on 1 or teams

Split into teams.
On the whiteboard randomly select 4-6 numbers
between 10 & 50, and write them across the top of the
white board, these are your landmine numbers.

One person from each team takes three throws adding
their scores as they go. If a throw results in the overall
score being equal to one of the landmine numbers
subtract 10 points from the team score. 

First team to reach 50 points wins!

When on a line, always round up.
To increase difficulty: 

Difficulty: Medium 
Duration: 15-20 Mins
2 Players/Teams 

DIFFERENT WAYSDIFFERENT WAYS  
TO PLAYTO PLAY



RIVARD COMPANIES, INC. 
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763-753-7888 BossToss.com


